Impact of Fragmentation on Commutability of Epstein-Barr Virus and Cytomegalovirus Quantitative Standards.
Despite the adaptation of international standards, quantitative viral load testing of transplant-associated viruses continues to be limited by inter-laboratory disagreement. Studies have suggested that this disagreement and poor commutability of standards may in some cases be linked to amplicon size and fragmentation of circulating viral DNA. We evaluated target fragmentation as a cause of non-commutability and pre-test fragmentation of quantitative standards as a potential means of increasing commutability and inter-assay agreement. Forty-two CMV and forty -one EBV-positive plasma samples, together with two different quantitative standards for each virus were tested as unknowns using 10 different quantitative PCR assays at 5 different laboratories. Standards were tested both intact and after intentional fragmentation by ultrasonication. Quantitative agreement between methods was assessed, together with commutability, using multiple statistical approaches. Most assays yielded results within 0.5 log10 IU/mL of the mean for CMV, while EBV showed greater variability of up to 1.5 log10 IU/mL from the mean. Commutability showed marked improvement following fragmentation of both CMV standards, but not after fragmentation of EBV standards. These findings confirm the impact of amplicon size and target fragmentation on commutability for CMV and suggest that for some (but not all) viruses, inter-laboratory harmonization can be improved through the use of fragmented quantitative standards.